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DC (Distribution center) is designed to collect, process, stock, pick and deliver 
goods to customers. Due to the change of customers’ needs to small batch and large 
category, the goods distributed by DC have been increasing rapidly in terms of 
category and quantity. The order-picking holds larger and larger proportion in DC 
operation, which is becoming the most labor & time consuming process. Cigarette 
goods are characterized by its large number of brands and large quantity of daily 
consumption, therefore, the cigarette DC has a higher requirement on picking section. 
In the picking section, Manual picking and semiautomatic picking system are 
still the mainstream of industrial application. With foreign advanced logistics 
technology continues to spread to China, automatic picking system will be the main 
trend in future industrial application. As automatic picking system designers and 
tobacco business are two different entities, as well as low level of logistics 
equipments, most existing automatic picking system designs have problems more or 
less, such as ignoring the character of customers’ orders, low level of entire process 
automation. 
To solve these problems, first this thesis introduces some basic theories about 
cigarette picking, including the operation process of cigarette DC, planning theory of 
picking system, common picking equipments in cigarette DC and picking system. 
Second, a new automatic picking system design is proposed. The old picking system 
of picking unit in carton is replaced by mixed picking systems in unit of carton and 
box. Third, data processing model and control algorithm for all processes of the 
system are proposed, including data format conversion, preprocessing of order data, 
control algorithm for picking system and replenishment system. As the sizes of 
cigarette DCs are different, this thesis studied two different system designs. One is 
vertical picking system which is composed of vertical picking machine and another 
one is complex picking system which is composed of vertical picking machine and 














thesis designs an automatic picking system for a cigarettes DC and turn the algorithm 
into computer program. Verified by the result, the newly automatic picking design can 
significantly reduce the picking time and improve the efficiency of picking, save the 
cost of picking machine buying. Finally, based on the analysis of limitation of this 
research, this thesis gives the prospect for future research. 
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自 Alfred Weber 首次提出选址问题以来(1929)，选址问题得到了广泛的研
究。蒋树森将选址问题的算法模型分为单站址模型及多站址模型两类[4]。单站址
模型的求解算法包括重心法和数值法，多站值模型的求解算法包括多重心法、







































评价研究[16]、张士龙提出对配送中心成本及绩效评价的 ABC-DEA 模型[17]。 
系统仿真是伴随着计算机技术的发展而发展起来的，它是在实际系统尚不存









































色的研究如 Elizabeth Jewkes、Chulung Lee 等的商品存储位置等对分拣的影响研
究[25]，H. Brynzer、M. I. Johansson 研究货物存储位置的分配对减少分拣时间的作










度不高；（2）拣货路径问题，亦即货郎担问题，代表研究如 Gilbert Laporte 在 1992
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